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ABSTRACT
Search engine users who do not want a sensitive query to actually
appear in a search engine’s query log can use query obfuscation
or scrambling techniques to keep their information need private.
However, the practical applicability of the state-of-the-art obfuscation technique is rather limited since it compares hundreds of
thousands of candidate queries on a local corpus to select the final
obfuscated queries. We propose a new approach to query obfuscation combining an efficient enumeration algorithm with so-called
keyqueries. Generating only hundreds of candidate queries, our
approach is orders of magnitude faster and makes close to real-time
obfuscation of sensitive information needs feasible.
Our experiments in TREC scenarios on the ClueWeb corpora
show that our approach achieves a retrieval effectiveness comparable to the previous exhaustive candidate generation at a run time of
only seconds instead of hours. Overall, 75% of the private information needs can be obfuscated while retrieving at least one relevant
document of the original private query—that itself will not appear
in the search engine logs. To further improve a user’s privacy, the
query obfuscation can easily be combined with other client-side
tools like TrackMeNot or PEAS fake queries, and TOR routing.
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• Information systems → Query reformulation; Web searching
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1

INTRODUCTION

Privacy and confidentiality are current challenges in the field of
information retrieval [12]. One respective research direction addresses the anonymization of query logs [21, 26, 43] to avoid scenarios like the deanonymization of users when the AOL query log
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was released.1 However, any such privacy techniques applied on
the search engine side require users to trust the search engine. This
trust might be unacceptable for users with some very sensitive information need, especially given recent news that the police can access
query logs;2 unthinkable and in conflict with the Bill of Rights if
someone used traditional libraries to obtain their information.
User-side query obfuscation techniques can improve privacy
and confidentiality without any need to trust the search engine.
Corresponding algorithms [4–7] derive alternative queries that are
submitted to the search engine instead of the actual query. Hence,
the sensitive query itself never appears in the search engine’s log,
which would happen for other privacy techniques like hiding the
actual query in a stream of fake queries—an attacker would then
still know that the sensitive query exists. The challenge of query
obfuscation is to derive alternative, less sensitive queries that do
not directly reveal “secrets” the user perceives as private while still
returning results relevant to the original query.
The existing query obfuscation approaches [4–7] derive queries
that, on a local corpus, retrieve results similar to the original private
query. While those approaches are effective in coming up with good
alternative queries, they do so by running hundreds of thousands of
candidate queries against the private corpus. To reduce the computational effort and to enable an actual practical applicability with close
to real time efficiency, we propose a new approach that generates
only hundreds of candidates while maintaining the effectiveness of
the previous approaches. Our new approach first retrieves the top
results of the private query on the private corpus as target documents and from them extracts promising keywords and keyphrases
as the vocabulary for obfuscated queries. To formulate minimal
query obfuscation candidates, we employ keyqueries [18, 19] that
retrieve (some of) the target documents in the top ranks against the
private corpus. Skipping non-minimal queries (in the sense of term
sets) and using a practically efficient enumeration algorithm from
the field of hypergraph transversal generation, our new approach
is orders of magnitude more efficient than the previous obfuscation methods. In a final step, the candidate obfuscation queries are
ranked and optionally presented to the user to select the queries
that can be submitted to the public search engine. The results of
these queries are then locally re-ranked and presented to the user.
We compare our new query obfuscation algorithm to the existing
approach of Arampatzis et al. [5] on the ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12
crawls using 63 TREC Web Track topics with sensitive information
needs. In the evaluation, we simulate that users obfuscate queries
on a small local corpus and then submit the obfuscated queries to
a search engine indexing a disjoint and much larger corpus. We
conduct a user study on candidate queries that should be removed
to not reveal the private information need. Altogether, ignoring
1 https://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/09/technology/09aol.html
2 https://www.cnet.com/news/google-is-giving-data-to-police-based-on-search-

keywords-court-docs-show

non-minimal queries, as our efficient enumeration scheme does,
comes with a nice regularizing effect: often it even increases the
retrieval effectiveness while at the same time reducing the number
of generated candidates by 17–19% and dramatically reducing the
overall number of locally submitted queries by orders of magnitude.
The approach with the best efficiency/effectiveness tradeoff obtains
a Precision@10 of 0.38 on par with the state-of-the-art query obfuscation of Arampatzis et al. [5], while on average submitting only
784 candidate queries instead of hundreds of thousands. We make
all data and software publicly available to simplify reproducibility.3

2

RELATED WORK

We review the existing tools for private web search that improve
users’ privacy without requiring any trust in search engines, and existing approaches to query obfuscation as an orthogonal technique
to current privacy tools.
Tools for Private Web Search. Search engines log user interactions
for continuous improvements, e.g., to learn ranking models [23,
28] or to personalize results via user profiles [37]. Collecting the
required huge query logs received negative attention [31, 39], and,
although not intended, server-side anonymization can fail [24].
Hence, many privacy techniques aim at impeding data collection
by search engines, hiding the private query within additional cover
queries [3, 14, 31, 32, 39, 42]. TrackMeNot provided the first implementation of such techniques by submitting cover queries sampled
from popular queries [31, 39]. Ensuring some semantic similarity
allows selecting cover queries similar to the private query on unrelated topics, thus better hiding the private query [30]. However,
users may experience suboptimal retrieval performance since the
cover queries can introduce noise to their profile [10], which motivates fine-grained adaptions to cover queries following user-defined
personalization / privacy tradeoffs [2, 3]. Instead of submitting additional cover queries, PEAS combines the private query with multiple
fake queries using a logical OR [33]. Still, those queries might be
linked across user sessions, e.g., based on IP addresses [34].
The privacy level introduced by tools like TrackMeNot or PEAS
can further be increased in combination with tools for private
web browsing. While all major browsers include private browsing
modes, they cant provide perfect privacy [1] (e.g., fingerprinting
browsers, with features such as the screen resolution, timezone
installed fonts etc., is still possible in private browsing modes [1]).
Hence, more advanced approaches use anonymous communication
via TOR routing [13, 17], advanced strategies to handle cookies [35],
or they intercept HTTP communication [34] filtering out identifying information such as cookies or timing attacks. Altogether,
those (combinations of) tools improve the privacy of web searchers.
However, they still submit the private query to the search engine,
revealing the existence of the private information need that ends
up as a query in the search engines’ log.
Query Obfuscation. Query obfuscation approaches, introduced
by Arampatzis et al. [6], replace the private query with a set of
less sensitive queries and combine the results at the searcher’s
end into a single ranking, preventing the private query from being
submitted to the search engine. Query obfuscation works in two
3 https://github.com/webis-de/wi21-query-obfuscation-with-keyqueries

steps. In the first step, a candidate generation produces candidate
queries. Second, a candidate selection chooses the candidate queries
submitted to the public search engine. There are semantic and
statistical approaches to query obfuscation, using different methods
for the candidate generation and selection.
Semantic query obfuscation [6, 7] leverages semantic relations
between terms, replacing the private query with sets of queries
representing more general concepts. The WordNet taxonomy [29]
is used to generate candidate queries by extracting hyponyms, i.e.,
more general terms with an “is-kind-of” relationship to a query
term. Query candidates are selected with a user-defined similarity threshold, where semantic similarity is measured using the
distance in WordNet [36], discarding candidate queries above the
threshold. Semantic query obfuscation comes with two drawbacks.
First, obfuscated queries have a semantic relationship to the private
query, introducing the risk of revealing the private information
need. Second, the extraction of terms from WordNet does not take
into account that some terms are more effective in retrieving relevant documents than others.
Statistical query obfuscation [4, 5] addresses both problems by
using a private search engine for the generation and selection of
the candidate queries, yielding a better retrieval effectiveness. The
private query is submitted to the private search engine, using the
top-ranked documents as target documents for candidate generation and candidate selection. During candidate generation, a sliding
window covering 16 consecutive terms moves over the target documents, emitting all one-, two-, and three-term combinations occurring in the same sliding window as candidates. Afterwards, the
candidate selection removes candidate queries that do not meet the
user specified privacy level by removing queries that retrieve too
few documents on the private search engine. Finally, the remaining
candidate queries with the highest pointwise mutual information
for the target documents are submitted to the public search engine.
Arampatzis et al. [6, 7] conducted a recall-oriented evaluation
of query obfuscation on the ClueWeb09B corpus using 95 sensitive queries extracted from the AOL query log. In their case, the
private search engine indexes 50,000 documents sampled from the
ClueWeb09B. Statistical query obfuscation retrieves 56–76% of the
top-50 documents retrieved for the private query, compared to
22–25% retrieved by semantic query obfuscation. However, those
excellent results come at non-negligible costs: first, the number of
candidate queries submitted to the private search engine is huge,
and second, Arampatzis et al. apply only a lightweight privacy level
that leads to, for instance, obfuscating the private query gun rack
by the not really less sensitive queries gun or gun light.
Our new approach to query obfuscation drastically reduces the
number of candidates examined locally by statistical query obfuscation while maintaining the good retrieval effectiveness. Additionally, we increase the privacy level (e.g., prohibiting that the query
gun rack is obfuscated by gun) by considering the popular hypothesis that information needs are non-specifiable [8]. We believe that
only users can assess if an obfuscated query reveals the private
information need or not. Hence, we include a step in which the
user must confirm the obfuscated queries before submitting them
to the public search engine. We evaluate this setup in a user study,
supporting the participants with automatic filtering inspired by
semantic query obfuscation.

3

APPROACH

We first describe exhaustive approaches to generate query candidates (one existing, two new ones) and scoring schemes to select
the best candidates (the best from the previous work and a new
additional one). To compute the selection scores, all approaches
submit all candidates to the local search engine. To reduce that number of local query submissions, we then present our new efficient
approach based on the concept of keyqueries and an enumeration
algorithm from the field of hypergraph transversal generation.

3.1

Exhaustive Query Candidate Generation

The goal of the candidate generation phase is to identify combinations of terms as query candidates that could be used to replace a
given private query. The respective approaches use the top-𝑛 results
of the private query as the target documents (we set 𝑛 = 10) and try
to identify other queries that retrieve many of the targets. We describe the candidate generation approach of Arampatzis et al. [4, 5]
and two new candidate generation approaches.
In each candidate generation approach, we suggest to use a filter
list to remove terms that could reveal the private information need.
The list contains all terms from the private query and, inspired by
semantic query obfuscation [6, 7], also all synonyms, hyponyms,
and hypernyms from WordNet [29]. Matching possible query terms
against the filter list is done by normalizing all terms with Lucene’s
default tokenization, lower casing, and Porter stemming [40] to
also identify inflected forms. By using the filter list, we employ a
more restrictive level of privacy than Arampatzis et al. [5], who
only ensured that the original private query is not submitted as
a whole. Still, the queries gun or gun light were valid obfuscated
queries for the private query gun rack in the setup of Arampatzis et
al. [5]. Our idea of including a filter list ensures that such revealing
candidates are automatically removed. Additionally, our overall
obfuscation approach includes a phase where users review the
remaining queries to further remove sensitive candidate queries
before any query is submitted to the public search engine, ensuring
that obfuscated queries do not reveal the private information need.
Sliding Window. Arampatzis et al. [4, 5] proposed to generate
candidate queries from terms that appear close to each other in
some target document. They move a window of width 16 over a
target document’s main content (in our case, extracted with boilerpipe [25]). From a window’s content, Arampatzis et al. remove all
stop words (in our case, Lucene’s default stop word list for English).
Additionally, we also remove all terms from the filter list since those
terms might reveal the private information need. The unique unordered combinations of one, two, or three of the remaining terms
are the candidate queries. Arampatzis et al. chose a window width
of 16 terms to ensure that the terms are related to each other [38]
and they chose combinations of up to three terms to ensure that
the number of candidate queries remains feasible.
Still, sliding window candidate generation is a brute force
method, with all advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand,
the exhaustive nature of the generated candidate queries somewhat gives an empirical upper bound on the retrieval effectiveness.
On the other hand, the number of generated candidate queries
quickly grows in practice—and all of them are submitted to the
private search engine. A single window with 10 unique terms yields
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= 175 unordered one-, two-, and three-term combinations. The actual total number of generated queries is not really
restricted: the longer the extracted main content of a target document is, the more candidate queries will be created (easily yielding
hundreds of thousands of candidate queries as shown in Section 4).
Noun Phrases. To reduce and better control the number of candidates compared to the sliding window approach, our first new candidate generation approach uses the typical components of human
keyword queries: noun phrases. From the combined set of target
documents, we extract the frequency-wise top-𝑝 noun phrases (we
set 𝑝 = 10) and generate all combinations from this vocabulary as
the candidate queries. In contrast to the sliding window generation,
the number of generated candidates now is fixed. A set of 𝑝 unique
noun phrases yields 2𝑝 − 1 unique non-empty candidate queries
(i.e., the power set of the vocabulary without the empty query). All
of these candidates are submitted to the private search engine (e.g.,
1023 candidates for 𝑝 = 10).
On each target document’s main content (extracted by boilerpipe), we apply OpenNLP’s part-of-speech tagger4 to identify
groups of two to five consecutive terms that contain only adjectives
and at least one noun (i.e., the “noun phrases”) because they mimic
typical keyword searches. From the resulting noun phrases, we
remove the ones that contain a term from the filter list and nearduplicate noun phrases (normalized by lowercasing and stemming;
the most frequent original noun phrase from a group of normalized
duplicates is kept). From the extracted noun phrases, we choose
the ones that are contained in the most target documents (lowercased and stemmed), breaking possible ties by the total number of
occurrences in the target documents. This strategy is motivated
by the idea that more common phrases tend to be less specific and
therefore less sensitive with respect to the private query.
TF-IDF. Our second new candidate generation approach is based
on the idea that terms occurring often in a target document but
rarely in other documents may help to retrieve the target document
at high ranks. Hence, by ordering terms from a target document
by their TF-IDF scores (term frequency times inverse document
frequency), the most characteristic ones for the target document
could be selected as the query vocabulary. To be able to exploit
that idea, ideally, the private search engine provides a fast lookup
functionality for document and term frequencies. But since standard baseline retrieval systems like BM25 with RM3 [27] work on
document vectors, it is also reasonable to assume that the private
search engine directly provides access to document vectors.
Given 𝑛 target documents (we set 𝑛 = 10) and access to document
vectors, our new TF-IDF approach selects the 𝑡 terms from a target
document that have the highest TF-IDF score (excluding terms from
the filter list; we set 𝑡 = 7). All unique combinations of these terms
form the candidate queries for that target document. The maximum
number of candidates generated by the TF-IDF approach thus is
𝑛 · (2𝑡 − 1) (e.g., at most 1270 candidates for 𝑛 = 10 and 𝑡 = 7).
Comparison. Different to Arampatzis et al.’s candidate queries
with terms from 16-words windows, the noun phrase and the TFIDF candidate generation are able to combine terms not occurring
close to each other and better control the number of candidates.
4 https://opennlp.apache.org/

3.2

Scoring Query Candidates

Query obfuscation approaches score candidate queries to select the
ones that should be submitted to the public search engine. To this
end, the above exhaustive approaches submit each candidate query
to the private search engine and then measure some metric for
the results. Arampatzis et al. [5] conducted pilot experiments with
precision, recall, F-measure, pointwise mutual information (PMI),
and normalized PMI. They found that PMI worked best—basically,
the number of results that both the private and the candidate query
return divided by the product of the individual numbers of results.
In addition to PMI, we also use the normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [22] where the target documents form the
relevant class (information gain of 1, all other documents get 0).
The higher the nDCG of some query with respect to the target documents, the higher the target documents are ranked. Also MAP or
similar measures could be suited, but we prefer nDCG since MAP
nowadays is criticized for a rather unrealistic user model [16].

3.3

Keyquery-Based Candidate Generation

To reduce the number of candidate queries submitted to the private
search engine, our new more efficient approach constructs so-called
keyqueries [18, 19] for the target documents of the private query
from a given vocabulary (e.g., noun phrases or TF-IDF terms). A
query 𝑞 is a keyquery for a set of target documents 𝐷 against a private search engine 𝑃, iff 𝑞 fulfills the following three conditions [19]:
(1) every 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 is in the top-𝑘 results returned by 𝑃 for 𝑞, (2) 𝑞 has
at least 𝑙 results, and (3) no 𝑞 ′ ⊂ 𝑞 fulfills the first two conditions.
The first two conditions (i.e., the parameters 𝑘 and 𝑙) define
the specificity and the generality of a keyquery. We set 𝑘 = 10
and 𝑙 = 100 to ensure that a keyquery does not reveal the private
information need by retrieving exactly the target documents. The
third condition is a minimality constraint allowing us to skip the
submission of non-minimal query candidates to the private search
engine. We argue that minimality is important since the private
search engine differs from the public search engine in the indexed
documents and the retrieval model. The minimality requirement
against the private search engine helps to avoid adding terms to a
query that is already “good enough” (i.e., that retrieves the target
documents at high ranks) and thus helps to mitigate overfitting.
Given some query vocabulary 𝑉 for the target documents 𝐷 (e.g.,
noun phrases or TF-IDF terms), the set Q = 2𝑉 \ {∅} represents
the possible candidate queries that can be formulated with terms
from 𝑉 . This set Q might not always contain queries that actually
return all target documents in their top-𝑘 results (even for large 𝑘).
Hence, we relax the first keyquery condition and require that a
keyquery retrieves at least 𝑚 of the target documents within the
top-𝑘 results of the private search engine 𝑃 (we set 𝑚 = 3 as it
worked well in pilot experiments).
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudocode of our keyquery-based candidate generation and scoring. The algorithm efficiently enumerates
all queries from Q while skipping queries that violate the minimality constraint, thus reducing the number of candidates submitted
to the private search engine. The algorithm is a modified version
of the HBC algorithm [20] (acronym of the authors’ names: Hébert,
Bretto and Crémilleux) that was originally proposed for the problem of transversal hypergraph generation. Even though not being

Algorithm 1 Keyquery generation using the HBC enumeration scheme
Input:

Target documents 𝐷
Keyquery parameters 𝑘, 𝑙, and 𝑚
Vocabulary 𝑉 (sliding window, noun phrases, or TF-IDF)
Query complexity 𝑐 (length in number of vocabulary terms)
Candidate scoring function score (PMI, nDCG)
Output: Keyqueries 𝑄
Priority queue 𝑆 with score-ranked candidate queries
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

𝑄 ←∅
𝑆 ←∅
𝐶1 ← 𝑉
𝐶𝑖 ← ∅ for 𝑖 ∈ {2, . . . , 𝑐 }
for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 do
𝑅 ← results of 𝑣 against private search engine
if |𝑅 | > 𝑙 then
𝑆.add(𝑣, score (𝑅))
𝐷 ′ ← { top-𝑘 results from 𝑅 }
if |𝐷 ′ ∩ 𝐷 | ≥ 𝑚 then
// (i.e., 𝑣 is keyquery)
𝑄 ← 𝑄 ∪ {𝑣 }
𝐶 1 ← 𝐶 1 \ {𝑣 }
𝑖←1
while 𝐶𝑖 ≠ ∅ ∧ 𝑖 < 𝑐 do
for all 𝑞′, 𝑞′′ ∈ 𝐶𝑖 with |𝑞′ ∩ 𝑞′′ | = 𝑖 − 1 do
𝑞 ← 𝑞′ ∪ 𝑞′′
if 𝑞 has not been generated yet then
if 𝑞 \ {𝑣 } ∈ 𝐶𝑖 for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝑞 then
𝑅 ← results of 𝑞 against private search engine
if |𝑅 | > 𝑙 then
𝑆 .add(𝑞, score (𝑅))
𝐷 ′ ← { top-𝑘 search results from 𝑅 }
if |𝐷 ′ ∩ 𝐷 | ≥ 𝑚 then
// (i.e., 𝑞 is keyquery)
𝑄 ← 𝑄 ∪ {𝑞 }
else
𝐶𝑖+1 ← 𝐶𝑖+1 ∪ {𝑞 }
𝑖 ←𝑖 +1

output-polynomial for that general generation problem [15], the
basic algorithmic idea helps us to efficiently enumerate candidate
queries up to a specified fixed length of 𝑐 terms from the vocabulary
(we set 𝑐 = 3 for sliding window, 𝑐 = 7 for TF-IDF, and 𝑐 = 5 for
noun phrases since this worked best in pilot experiments). A vocabulary extraction approach may produce multiple vocabularies,
such as the sliding window scheme creating a vocabulary for each
sliding window. In this case, we run the algorithm on each vocabulary and cache results for duplicated query candidates constructed
from vocabularies of different windows.
Like the HBC algorithm, our approach works in stages. In a
pre-processing stage (lines 5–12), all terms from the vocabulary
are identified that already are keyqueries, ensuring that no other
query containing such a term will be enumerated (line 12). In the
𝑖-th stage (lines 14–27), all valid candidates of length 𝑖 + 1 (i.e.,
consisting of 𝑖 + 1 vocabulary terms) are generated. By combining
only valid candidates from the previous stage (lines 15 and 16), the
HBC enumeration scheme ensures that the minimality criterion
is not violated. In our case, this reduces the risk that a candidate
query reveals the private information need by retrieving too few
results (such candidates are pruned in the lines 20 and 23).

Table 1: (a) Overview of the private information needs, and (b) the employed search engines for the ClueWeb09 scenario (CW09;
private search engine indexes CW12b13, public search engine indexes CW09) and the ClueWeb12 scenario (CW12; private
search engine indexes CW09b, public search engine indexes CW12).
(a) Private Information Needs

(b) Search Engines
Scenario

Example Topics

Personal (22 topics)
A user considers a personal change and
wants to hide this before it is settled.

26 lower heart rate
88 forearm pain
266 symptoms heart attack
11 gmat prep classes
18 wedding budget calculator
57 ct jobs

Law/Crime (3 topics)
A user wants legal advice while being
able to reject any criminal intent.

61 computer worm
62 texas border patrol
214 capital gains tax rate

Family Pets (3 topics)
A user has problems regarding a pet
and wants to hide it till a solution.

38 dogs for adoption
50 dog heat
111 lymphoma in dogs

4

EVALUATION

We experimentally compare the obfuscation methods on TREC Web
track topics that possibly are related to sensitive information needs.
We conduct a user study to ensure that the obfuscated queries
do not reveal the sensitive information need and then submit the
obfuscated queries to a public search engine to compare the retrieval
effectiveness in Cranfield-style experiments.

4.1

CW09

Query

Experimental Design

Our experimentation is based on topics from the TREC Web tracks
that used the ClueWeb corpora. We manually reviewed the originally 300 Web track topics for the ClueWeb09 and the ClueWeb12
and find that 63 of them specify information needs that users might
want to obfuscate (often health-related). Table 1 (a) gives example
topics and the possible categories of private information needs.
Experimental Setup. Our setup represents users with access to
a relatively small private search engine who want to obfuscate
sensitive information needs against a much larger public search
engine. We employ ChatNoir [9] as the public search engine from
which users want to hide their private information needs since
ChatNoir is a research search engine indexing the ClueWeb09 and
ClueWeb12 corpora using main content extraction, language detection, and metadata extraction (keywords, headings, hostnames, etc.).
ChatNoir ranks documents by combining BM25 scores of multiple
fields (title, keywords, main content, and the full document) and
uses SpamRank scores [11] to remove spam. As the private search
engine, we use two search engines based on Anserini [41], one with
BM25 and one with QLD as the retrieval model (with and without
document vectors required for the TF-IDF candidate generation).
Anserini employs a document processing very different to ChatNoir
(e.g., no main content extraction). Table 1 (b) gives an overview of
the search engines used per scenario. For a ClueWeb09 topic, we

Private Engine

Health (35 topics)
A user wants health advice while
hiding a potential disease.

ID

Corpus
CW12b13
Documents
52.3 m
Size
28.9 GB
Size (w. vectors) 126.3 GB

Public Engine

Category

Corpus
Documents
Size

Retrieval

Retrieval

CW12
CW09b
50.2 m
27.9 GB
126.1 GB

Anserini [41] in 2 separate variants:
BM25 or QLD.
CW09
1.0 b
3.6 TB

CW12
733.0 m
3.1 TB

ChatNoir [9] with BM25F (multiple fields) and spam removal.

use ChatNoir’s ClueWeb09 index as the public search engine, and
Anserini with BM25 or QLD on the ClueWeb12b13 as the private
search engines (roles switched for a ClueWeb12 topic). Since the
ClueWeb category B subsets only contain the first 50 million English pages from the respective crawl, our setup ensures that the
private search engine has a substantially smaller document corpus
than the public search engine that also works on a different crawl
with a considerably differing retrieval setup. Given the size of less
than 30 GB for the indexes of the private search engine, users can
operate such a private search engine at home at moderate costs,
e.g., on a Raspberry Pi (similar to the PI-hole5 for ad blocking).
Candidate Generation. We run the three candidate generation
approaches with and without using the HBC algorithm on the
63 sensitive topics using a private BM25 or QLD search engine. Table 2 (a) shows the average number of generated candidate queries
per topic and the average number of candidate queries that retrieve
more than 5 of the 𝑛 = 10 target documents in their top-10 or in
their top-100 results (lines ‘Recall@. . . > 0.5’). Unsurprisingly, the
sliding window generates huge numbers of candidates, over 250,000
for BM25 and even more for QLD, all of which are submitted to
the private search engine for candidate selection. This yields run
times of multiple hours even with high parallelization but, not too
surprising, also yields the most candidates with a recall above 0.5.
The TF-IDF and noun phrase approaches generate much more
feasible numbers of candidates (less than 0.5% of the sliding window
while and still some with recall@10 > 0.5). Applying the HBC algorithm further reduces the number of candidates by 17–19%. Table 2 (b) shows the average target document recall@10 and recall@100 scores on the private search engine. The candidate queries
on the x-axis are ordered by their per-topic recall (best candidate
5 https://pi-hole.net

Table 2: Overview of (a) the number and (b) the estimated quality of the candidate queries generated by the sliding window [5],
TF-IDF, and noun phrase approaches without and with HBC. The candidate quality is estimated as the recall of the private
query’s target documents against the private search engine (either BM25 or QLD as the retrieval model).
(a) Number of Generated Candidates

(b) Estimated Quality of Generated Candidates

Candidate Generation

BM25

Candidates
(with HBC)
Query length
(with HBC)
Recall@10 > 0.5
(with HBC)
Recall@100 > 0.5
(with HBC)
Vocabulary

253,560.1
212,409.8
2.7
2.6
507.7
35.4
1,851.6
979.4
1,117.7

1,023.0
323.9
12.6
8.2
67.5
3.6
246.4
41.8
21.6

1,075.8
801.8
3.6
3.1
51.8
8.1
144.1
64.6
41.5

QLD

Sliding Window Noun Phrase TF-IDF

Candidates
(with HBC)
Query length
(with HBC)
Recall@10 > 0.5
(with HBC)
Recall@100 > 0.5
(with HBC)
Vocabulary

318,088.1
266,533.7
2.7
2.6
763.5
87.4
2,719.8
1,483.5
1,302.1

1,023.0
316.1
12.5
8.0
77.5
3.0
260.8
43.7
21.0

1,044.0
766.8
3.6
3.1
57.0
10.6
160.4
74.1
40.5

of a topic at 𝑋 =1). The sliding window approach generates candidates with the highest recall—not that surprising for kind of a brute
force enumeration—, but the TF-IDF candidates also provide a very
good recall given that their number is less than 0.5% of the sliding
window candidates. In all cases, generating candidates using QLD
achieves slightly better recall, and applying the HBC algorithm
reduces the recall—also not surprising since HBC does not expand
“already good” queries to avoid overfitting on the private search
engine and to have more general obfuscated queries.
User Study. We conduct a user study with computer science students and scholars to identify and remove candidate queries that
reveal the private information need. This way, our study resembles
an obfuscation setup in which the user confirms any query before
it is submitted to the public search engine. A manual inspection is
important because information needs are rather non-specifiable [8],
resulting in users that may not trust automatic approaches removing sensitive queries for their private information needs.
The study itself consists of two steps. First, for each topic, candidates that contain terms of the private query or synonyms, hyponyms, or hypernyms of a query term are automatically removed
to ensure that we invest the annotation budget on candidates that
an automatic process cannot detect easily. From the remaining candidates, we collect the top 25 queries of each candidate generation
and selection combination that then in the second step are judged
by the annotators on whether they might still reveal the private information need. The annotators started by familiarizing themselves
with the topic (i.e., reading the query, the description, the narrative,

and hints we added on potential privacy threats) and then judging
candidate queries in random order.
The annotators assess the candidate queries on a 3-point scale
to identify garbage queries (-1), queries that reveal the private
information need (0), and queries they would allow to submit to
the public search engine (1). The garbage label (-1) indicates lowquality queries, consisting of many spelling mistakes or nonsense
words that would make such a query conspicuous for the receiving
search engine (e.g., lickspringscasino for the topic lick springs
casino). Contrary to previous studies (cf. Section 2), our annotators
were not allowed to consult the public search engine to assess
whether a query reveals the private information need since real
query obfuscation users would also not want to do so.
During our user study, 21,216 candidate queries were labeled
by two annotators. The Fleiss’ 𝜅 of 0.67 calculated on two topics indicates a good agreement between the annotators. Overall,
252 candidate queries were judged as garbage (label -1), 1,553 as revealing (label 0), and the remaining 19,350 as non-revealing (label 1).
Hence, the users in our study would remove 9.3 % of the generated
queries (1,805 of 21,216). This emphasizes the importance of manually reviewing the generated candidates. Note that the previous
work by Arampatzis et al. [4, 5] neglected this risk by not even
automatically removing terms from the private query from queries
submitted to the public search engine (e.g., “obfuscating” the query
gun rack by gun). Before our subsequent experiments, we apply the
above described automatic filters (synonyms etc.) and remove the
candidate queries labeled as garbage or revealing (label 0 or -1) to
ensure that the obfuscated queries guarantee high privacy levels.

Table 3: Overview of the average number of retrieved relevant documents (‘Relevant’) and the Precision@10 (‘Prec@10’) when 5
(or 20) obfuscated queries are submitted to the public search engine, retrieving the top 10 or top 100 documents from the public
search engine per obfuscated query. Results are reported for 3 candidate generation approaches (without and with HBC), nDCG
or PMI as candidate selection approaches, and BM25 or QLD as the private search engines’ retrieval model.
(a) Top 10 / Top 100 Results for Queries Selected with nDCG

Relevant

Prec@10

1.31 / 6.39
1.16 / 6.00
0.87 / 3.26
0.92 / 3.11
0.72 / 1.84
0.95 / 2.31

0.12 / 0.28
0.11 / 0.29
0.09 / 0.21
0.09 / 0.23
0.07 / 0.12
0.09 / 0.16

3.02 / 10.70
2.69 / 11.85
2.00 / 6.77
2.11 / 7.69
1.33 / 2.97
1.64 / 4.02

0.21 / 0.34
0.22 / 0.39
0.19 / 0.35
0.19 / 0.38
0.11 / 0.18
0.14 / 0.25

Sliding Window
+ HBC
TF-IDF
+ HBC
Noun Phrase
+ HBC

1.59 / 5.57
1.18 / 5.49
1.18 / 4.28
1.08 / 4.30
0.74 / 1.75
0.62 / 2.44

0.15 / 0.29
0.12 / 0.29
0.12 / 0.24
0.11 / 0.25
0.07 / 0.16
0.06 / 0.17

3.31 / 9.39
3.03 / 10.97
2.21 / 7.93
2.56 / 8.66
1.15 / 2.74
1.38 / 4.34

0.23 / 0.40
0.22 / 0.40
0.21 / 0.37
0.22 / 0.39
0.12 / 0.18
0.11 / 0.23

4.2

Experimental Results

Table 3 shows the retrieval effectiveness of all approaches, submitting 5 or 20 obfuscated queries to the public search engine and
retrieving the top-10 or top-100 results per query. All retrieved results are re-ranked on the user-side with Anserini’s BM25 retrieval
model, measuring the average number of relevant documents retrieved and precision@10 of the final ranking. Selecting candidate
queries with the pointwise mutual information achieves lower effectiveness than when using normalized discounted cumulative
gain and submitting more obfuscated queries, and retrieving more
documents from the public search engine per query improves the
effectiveness (the top-100 results for 20 obfuscated queries in Table 3 (a) have the best results). In most cases, the recall observations
on the private search engine (Table 2 (b)) transfer to the effectiveness that we observe on the obfuscated queries on the public search
engine, i.e., the sliding window approach outperforms TF-IDF, and
the noun phrase approach obtains the lowest retrieval effectiveness.
However, there is one noticeable difference: applying the HBC algorithm often improves the effectiveness of obfuscated queries, both
in terms of retrieved relevant documents and precision@10. Consequently, the best obfuscation approach using BM25 as the private
search engine employs the sliding window approach with the efficient enumeration of candidate queries by the HBC algorithm
(retrieving 11.85 relevant documents on average at a precision@10
of 0.39). The sliding window approach is closely followed by the TFIDF enumeration with HBC (precision@10 of 0.38). Given that this
TF-IDF enumeration with HBC achieves almost the same effectiveness as the sliding window approach, it is important to notice that
the TF-IDF scheme evaluates only hundreds of candidate queries
(Table 2 (a)). In contrast, the sliding window approach investigates
hundreds of thousands of candidate queries. Hence, the TD-IDF
enumeration with HBC reduces the run time for obfuscating a

20 Queries

Relevant

Prec@10

Relevant

Prec@10

BM25

Prec@10

Sliding Window
+ HBC
TF-IDF
+ HBC
Noun Phrase
+ HBC

5 Queries
Sliding Window
+ HBC
TF-IDF
+ HBC
Noun Phrase
+ HBC

0.15 / 0.34
0.20 / 0.69
0.84 / 3.52
0.80 / 3.54
0.89 / 2.49
1.08 / 3.30

0.02 / 0.03
0.02 / 0.06
0.08 / 0.22
0.08 / 0.23
0.08 / 0.16
0.10 / 0.20

0.52 / 1.79
1.41 / 5.89
1.97 / 7.31
1.90 / 8.67
1.61 / 3.77
1.89 / 4.49

0.05 / 0.13
0.13 / 0.29
0.16 / 0.34
0.15 / 0.35
0.15 / 0.23
0.17 / 0.24

QLD

Relevant

BM25

20 Queries

QLD

5 Queries

(b) Top 10 / Top 100 Results for Queries Selected with PMI

Sliding Window
+ HBC
TF-IDF
+ HBC
Noun Phrase
+ HBC

0.11 / 0.36
0.20 / 0.56
0.54 / 2.75
0.49 / 2.56
0.64 / 2.66
0.62 / 2.70

0.01 / 0.03
0.02 / 0.05
0.05 / 0.16
0.05 / 0.16
0.06 / 0.16
0.06 / 0.17

0.49 / 1.23
0.93 / 3.33
1.62 / 6.23
1.54 / 6.51
1.26 / 4.11
1.11 / 4.28

0.05 / 0.09
0.09 / 0.19
0.14 / 0.28
0.13 / 0.30
0.12 / 0.22
0.10 / 0.22

single query from hours to only a few seconds while achieving similar effectiveness. Using QLD as the retrieval model of the private
search engine shows the same trend but yields a slightly better
precision@10 of 0.40. Further inspecting the number of topics for
which at least one relevant document can be retrieved, we find the
maximum of 75 % for TF-IDF and sliding window (both using HBC).
This is expected since we apply a rigorous privacy level and some
topics only have very few relevant documents making it unrealistic
that all information needs can be obfuscated at such a high privacy. Overall, our results show that our new approach, especially
combining TF-IDF candidates with the HBC algorithm, achieves
state-of-the-art retrieval effectiveness while drastically reducing
the number of generated candidates and thus the run time.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented an approach inspired by previous query obfuscation techniques. Still, instead of prohibitively low efficiency, the
application of an enumeration scheme from the transversal hypergraph field allows for a close to real time query obfuscation since
orders of magnitude fewer candidate queries are explored. At the
same time, our approach is on a par with respect to retrieval effectiveness with the previous state-of-the-art. While still being kind
of “slow search” in the sense that the obfuscation needs a couple of
seconds or with user feedback even some minutes, one can argue
that in case of a really sensitive information need, users are willing
to invest that time—and minutes are really affordable compared to
an hour or more the previous state-of-the-art did require.
As interesting directions for future work, one could try to further
speed up the process by just taking snippets of the local search
into account instead of full documents for the query vocabulary
generation. We also plan to implement the approach in an app that
can directly be used when wanting to obfuscate queries against any
of the big commercial search engines.
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